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step 4: when the radio is back to the factory default setting, wait for a few seconds and you can enjoy
your ride. now, what if your pioneer deh car stereo doesn't allow you to reset the stereo to the factory

default setting? well, we'll let you know how to do it in that case. step four: when the radio is back to the
factory default setting, wait for a few seconds and you can enjoy your ride. now, what if your pioneer deh

car stereo doesn't allow you to reset the stereo to the factory default setting? well, we'll let you know
how to do it in that case. as the pioneer avh-p4450bt/avh-p3450dvd receiver offers a lot of features, it is
not unusual for it to get complicated in the setup process. this is one of the reasons that we recommend
that you do not attempt to set the receiver up on your own. luckily, there is a lot of help on the internet.

now, if you have tried all those steps, and youve realized that you need help with the pioneer avh-
p3450dvd or the pioneer avh-p4450bt, here we go. now, the first thing to know is that the pioneer avh-

p3450dvd and pioneer avh-p4450bt receivers are connected to your car stereo with a harness. now, you
must first disconnect the stereo's harness, and then put the harness on the receiver before you can do

anything. and, once you have the harness on the receiver, you must connect it to the appropriate pins on
the receiver. and, once youve done that, you must put the receiver back to the car stereo. there is a lot
of information on the internet, and it seems that everyone is happy to tell you how to reset the pioneer
car stereo, but only when they are the manufacturer of the receiver. and, because we have gotten into

trouble before, we think that the information we provide in this guide, is the best of all of them. but,
before we get to the resetting process, we want to let you know about the three models on which we
have put the instructions. those models are the pioneer avh-p3450dvd, pioneer avh-p4450bt, and the

pioneer mvh-s620bs.
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